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SOREN ILLMAN 

ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite group acting smoothly on a homotopy sphere ~m. We 
wish to establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the given G-action on ~ to 
be topologically equivalent to a linear action. That is, we want to be able to decide 
whether or not there exists a G-homeomorphism y: ~ -. sm(p), where sm(p) c 
Rm+l(p) denotes the unit sphere in an orthogonal representation space Rm+l(p) for 
G. In order for a G-action on ~ to be topologically equivalent to a linear action it is 
clearly necessary that: 

(i) For each subgroup H of G the fixed-point set ~H is homeomorphic to a sphere, 
or empty. 

(ii) For any subgroups Hand H <; Hi' I .;; i .;; k, of G the pair (~Il, U7= l~Hi) is 
homeomorphic to a standard pair (sn, U7=lS,"i), where each Sri, I.;; i';; k, is a 
standard n i-subsphere of sn. 

In this paper we consider the case where the fixed-point set ~G is nonempty and 
all other fixed-point sets have dimension at least 5. In giving efficient sufficient 
conditions we do not need the full strength of condition (ii). We only need: 

(ii)' For any subgroups H and H <; Hi' I .;; i .;; p, of G such that dim ~H, = 
dim ~H ~ 2, the pair (~Il, U;= l~Hi) is homeomorphic to a standard pair 
(Sn, U;= lSin-2), where each Sr- 2, I .;; i';; p, is a standard (n ~ 2)-subsphere of 
sn. 

Our main results are then that, in the case when G is abelian, conditions (i) and 
(ii)' are necessary and sufficient for a given G-action on ~ to be topologically 
equivalent to a linear action, and in the case of an action of an arbitrary finite group 
the same holds under the additional assumption that any simultaneous codimension 
I and 2 fixed-point situation is simple. Our results generalize, for actions of finite 
groups, a well-known theorem of Connell, Montgomery and Yang, and are the first 
to also cover the case where codimension 2 fixed-point situations occur. 

Let G be a finite group acting smoothly on a homotopy sphere ~m. (A homotopy 
sphere ~m is a smooth manifold which is homeomorphic to sm.) We wish to 
establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the given G-action on ~ to be 
topologically equivalent to a linear action. That is, we want to be able to decide 
whether or not there exists a G-homeomorphism y: ~ --> sm(p), where sm(p) c 
Rm+ I(p) denotes the unit sphere in an orthogonal representation space Rm+ I(p) for 
G. In order for a given G-action on ~ to be topologically equivalent to a linear 
action it is clearly necessary that the following two conditions hold: 

(i) For each subgroup H of G the fixed-point set ~H is homeomorphic to a sphere, 
or empty. 
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(ii) For any subgroups Hand H C Hi (1 ,,;;; i";;; k) of G the pair C2: H, U7=ILHi) is 
homeomorphic to a standard pair (sn, U7=ISti), where each St i (1 ,,;;; i,,;;; k) is a 
standard n;-subsphere of sn. 

By a standard q-subsphere of sn (-1 ,,;;; q ,,;;; n), we mean an intersection of 
sn C Rn+ 1 with a (q + I)-dimensional linear subspace of Rn+l. We also express 
condition (ii) by saying that the pair (LH, U7=ILHi) is topologically standard or that 
U7= ILHi is topologically standard in LH. 

In this paper we consider the case where the fixed-point set LG is nonempty and 
all other fixed-point sets have dimension at least 5. In formulating convenient 
sufficient (and necessary) conditions for a given smooth G-action on L to be 
topologically equivalent to a linear action we do not need the full strength of 
condition (ii). It is enough to assume that (ii) holds in the cases where HI' ... ,Hk are 
all the subgroups for which dim LHi = dim LH - 2 and H CHi' i = 1, ... , k. Before 

-r-
giving our results we introduce some notation and terminology. 

Let M be a smooth G-manifold and H a subgroup of G. Then MH denotes the 
fixed-point set of H and we define 

M(>H,}) = U M H', 
H'EJ(j) 

j = 1,2, 

where J(j) denotes the set of all subgroups H' of G such that He H' and 
dim MH' = dim MH - j. (Of course M(>H,}) can also be defined for othe(values of 
j, but we only need the casesj = 1 and 2.) We say that MH contains codimensionj 
fixed-point subsets if M(>H,}) =ft 0 (j = 1,2), and in this case we call the pair 
(MH, M(>H,}») a codimension j fixed-point situation. A codimension j fixed-point 
situation (MH, M(>H,}») is simple, if there exists a subgroup Hj~ H such that 

-r-M(>H,j) = MHJ. If both M(>H,I) =ft 0 and M(>H,2) =ft 0 we call 
(MH; M(>H,I), M(>H,2») a simultaneous codimension 1 and 2 fixed-point situation. 
(Observe that in general M(>H,2) ¢ M(>H,I).) A simultaneous codimension 1 and 2 
fixed-point situation (MH; M(>H,I), M(>H,2») is simple if there exist subgroups HI 
and H2 such that M(>H,I) = M H, and M(>H,2) = M H2. Finally, we say that a 
subgroup H occurs in M if there exists x EM such that Gx = H, where Gx denotes 
the isotropy subgroup at x. 

In the case of an action of an arbitrary finite group our main result is: 

THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group acting smoothly on a homotopy sphere L such 
that LG =ft 0 and dim LH ;;;;. 5 for every subgroup H =ft G occurring in L, and such that 
any simultaneous codimension 1 and 2 fixed-point situation is simple. Then the action of 
G on L is topologically equivalent to a linear action if and only if the following two 
conditions hold: 

(1) Each fixed-point set L H is homeomorphic to a sphere. 
(2) Each codimension 2 fixed-point situation (LH, L(>H,2») is topologically standard. 

In the case when G is abelian we are able to get rid of the extra assumption that if 
simultaneous codimension 1 and 2 fixed-point situations occur they must be simple. 
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We prove: 

THEOREM B. Let G be a finite abelian group acting smoothly on ~ such that ~G =1= 0 
and dim ~H;;;. 5 for every subgroup H =1= G occurring in ~. Then the action of G is 
topologically equivalent to a linear action if and only if conditions (1) and (2) in 
Theorem A are satisfied. 

Addendum. In the case of a simple codimension 2 fixed-point situation 
(~H, ~(>H,2» = (~H, ~H2) the condition, in Theorems A and B, that (~H, ~H2) is 
topologically standard can be replaced by the condition: 

{ 'lTI(~H - ~H2) ~ Z, 

'IT/~H - ~H2) = 0, for allp;;;. 2. 

PROOF OF ADDENDUM. Condition (*) gives a map a: Sl --> ~H - ~H2 which 
induces an isomorphism in homotopy in all dimensions. Because ~H - ~H2 is 
homeomorphic to an open subset of a sphere it can be triangulated, and hence it 
follows that a is a homotopy equivalence. Since dim ~H;;;. 5 it now follows by 
Corollary 9.3 in Stallings [17] that ~H2 is topologically standard in ~H. Conversely if 
~H2 is topologically standard in ~H condition (*) clearly holds. D 

A well-known result of Connell, Montgomery and Yang from 1964 says that if a 
compact Lie group G acts smoothly on sm such that the fixed-point set (sm)G is 
diffeomorphic to Sk, where 0 E;; k E;; m - 3, and all other orbits are of the same type 
and dimension r, where m - r;;;' 5, then the action of G is topologically equivalent 
to a linear action of G on sm. In fact, this result of Connell, Montgomery and Yang 
is a corollary to their corresponding result concerning actions on euclidean space, 
where the conclusion moreover is "differentiably equivalent to a linear action". (See 
Connell-Montgomery-Yang [5 and 6], and cf. also Siebenmann [14]). It has been a 
problem to generalize the Connell-Montgomery-Yang result to the case where there 
are more than two orbit types and fixed-point sets of codimension 2 occur, cf. 
Problem C.2 in [2]. A generalization to the case with several orbit types but still 
assuming that there are no codimension 2 fixed-point situations is given, without 
proof, in Rothenberg [12, Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.15]. Our results, for actions 
of finite groups, are the first to also cover the case where codimension 2 fixed-point 
situations occur. 

It is the codimension 2 fixed-point situations that are the critical ones and give the 
main problems. In fact, by Giffen [7], there exist smooth actions on spheres with 
simple codimension 2 fixed-point situations that are not topologically standard. 
Giffen shows, for example, that any finite cyclic group Zn' n ;;;. 2, can act smoothly 
on S5 such that (S5)Zn ~ S3 is knotted in S5. Such an action cannot be topologically 
equivalent to a linear action. 

Let (~H, ~(>H,2» be a codimension 2 fixed-point situation, where ~(>H,2) = 
U;=I ~H;. Assume that each ~H;, 1 E;; i E;; r, is topologically standard in ~H. We do 
not know whether or not it follows from this assumption that ~(>H,2) must be 
topologically standard in ~H (cf. the formulation of Problem C.2 in [2]). 
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We shall now give a very brief outline of the proof of our main results and of the 
contents of this paper. In §l we explain our notation and terminology and also 
introduce some preliminary facts that are used (often without specific reference) 
later on in the paper. In §2 we prove an equivariant engulfing theorem, Theorem 2.4, 
which is an equivariant analogue of Stallings' engulfing theorem [16]. The main 
result in §3 is Proposition 3.2 which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
equivariant p.l. manifold M (for the definition see § 1 below) to be G-homeomorphic 
to some euclidean representation space Rm(p). The proof of Proposition 3.2 uses the 
equivariant engulfing theorem and also Proposition 3.4, which is an equivariant 
version of the theorem of Morton Brown [3] on the monotone union of open cells. 
Proposition 3.2 will be applied to M = ~ - {b}, where b E ~G =1= 0. It is in § 4 that 
we establish the main technical results that allow us to handle codimension 2 
fixed-point situations and the interference of codimension 1 and codimension 2 
fixed-point situations. The results in §4 are to be applied to the smooth G-manifold 
M = ~ - {b}. Lemma 4.3 is related to the case of a simple simultaneous codimen-
sion 1 and 2 fixed-point situation and is needed for the proof of Theorem A. Lemma 
4.4 deals with the interference of codimension 1 and codimension 2 fixed-point 
situations in the case when G is abelian and is a step in the proof of Theorem B. (In 
case Lemma 4.4 could be established for an arbitrary finite group, we would obtain 
the result in Theorem B for all finite groups.) 

The next result, Lemma 4.5, is the key to the handling of codimension 2 
fixed-point situations, in the case of both Theorems A and B. Having established 
Lemmas 4.1-4.4, this Lemma 4.5 now shows that from the assumption of a certain 
homotopical well-behavior of the codimension 2 fixed-point situations follows a 
certain homotopical well-behavior of the whole situation (for a precise statement see 
Lemma 4.5). Finally in 5.1 we give the concluding part of the proofs of Theorems A 
and B. Here there are two facts that must be verified. First it is shown that the 
assumption that each codimension 2 fixed-point situation is topologically standard 
implies the homotopical well-behavior of the codimension 2 fixed-point situations 
needed for an application of Lemma 4.5. Then Lemma 4.5 implies the homo topical 
well-behavior of the whole situation, and this fact is needed in order for us to be able 
to apply Proposition 3.2. The other fact that we need to know, in order to be able to 
apply Proposition 3.2, is that Mis equivariantly unraveled at infinity (see Definition 
3.1). The second thing shown in 5.1 is exactly this fact that M is equivariantly 
unraveled at infinity. This property of M = ~ - {b} is a consequence of the fact 
that we are dealing with a smooth action on ~. We have then shown that M satisfies 
the conditions in the assumption of Proposition 3.2 and hence by Proposition 3.2 we 
have that M is G-homeomorphic to some euclidean representation space Rm(p). 
Since ~ is the one-point compactification of M, it now follows that ~ is G-homeo-
morphic to sm(p E£) id). 

The equivariant engulfing theorem, Theorem 2.4, and a less general and weaker 
form of Theorem A were announced in [U]. 

1. Notation, terminology and other preliminaries. In the rest of this paper G will 
always be a finite group. If X is a G-space and H is a subgroup of G, then X H 

denotes the fixed-point set of H, and by X>H we denote the set of points with 
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isotropy subgroup strictly greater than H, i.e., X>H = {x E XI H ~ Gx }. Further-
more we denote 

Thus XH is the set of points in X with isotropy subgroup equal to H. We say that a 
subgroup H of G occurs in X if there exists x E X with Gx = H, i.e., H occurs in X if 
and only if X H * 0. 

In §§2 and 3 we will use some equivariant p.l. techniques. The definition of an 
equivariant simplicial complex, and equivariant p.l. manifold, and other related 
matters can already be found in [9 and 10], but for the convenience of the reader 
they will be repeated here. In order to prevent misunderstandings the reader should pay 
attention to all these definitions. By a simplicial complex we mean a geometric 
simplicial complex, that is, the topological realization of an abstract simplicial 
complex considered as a topological space together with the structure given by the 
simplexes. In this paper all simplicial complexes will be countable, locally finite and 
finite-dimensional. A simplicial G-complex consists of a simplicial complex K 
together with a G-action <p: G X X ~ X such that the map g: X ---> X is a simplicial 
homeomorphism for every g E G. We define an equivariant simplicial complex to be 
a simplicial G-complex K which satisfies the following two conditions. 

1. For every subgroup H of G we have that if s = (vo, ... ,vm) is a simplex of K 
and s' = (hovo, ... ,hmvm ), where hi E H, i = O, ... ,m, also is a simplex of K then 
thereexistsh E Hsuch thathv; = h;v;, i = O, ... ,m. 

2. For any simplex s of K the vertices vo, . .. , vn of s can be ordered in such a way 
that we have GVn C ... C Gvo• 

In condition 1 the vertices vo, ... , vm need not be distinct. We call GVn the principal 
isotropy subgroup of the simplex sand Gvo the maximal isotropy subgroup of s. The 
above conditions are purely technical since the second barycentric subdivision of any 
simplicial G-complex is an equivariant simplicial complex. (An abstract simplicial 
G-complex satisfying condition 1 above is called regular by Bredon [1, p. 116].) 
Moreover it is easy to see that in the presence of condition 2 condition 1 can be 
replaced by the following. 

1'. If s = (vo, ... ,vm ) is a simplex of K and s' = (govo, ... ,gmvm)' where g; E G, 
i = 1, ... ,m, also is a simplex of K then there exists g E G such that gv; = g;v;, 
i = O, ... ,m. 

Condition 1 itself is a stronger condition than 1', but a simplicial G-complex 
satisfies conditions 1 and 2 if and only if it satisfies conditions l' and 2 (see Lemma 
1.1 and example (a) after Lemma 1.1 in [10)). Observe that in particular an 
equivariant simplicial complex K satisfies the following. For any simplex s of K and 
any g E G we have that if g(s) = s then gy = y for ally E s. For any simplex s of K 
we have that if xEs and gx E s then gx = x, and moreover if xEs and gx = x 
then gy = y for every yEs. If s = (vo, .. . , vn ), where GVn C ... C Gvo' is an 
n-simplex of the equivariant simplicial complex K then every point y in the set 
(vo, . .. , v;) - (vo, ... , V;-l)' ° .;;; i .;;; n, has isotropy subgroup equal to G;. Observe 
in particular that for the principal isotropy subgroup H = GVn of s we have Hx = x for 
all xEs. 
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The orbit space KjG of an equivariant simplicial complex K has the structure of 
an ordinary simplicial complex such that the natural projection p: K --> KjG is 
simplicial and p maps each simplex of K homeomorphically onto the corresponding 
image simplex of KjG. 

If Rm(p) is an orthogonal representation space for G we denote 
Dm(p) = convex hull of {±ge;lg E G, i = l, ... ,m}, 

and aDm(p) denotes the boundary of Dm(p). Here e l, ... ,em denote the standard 
unit vectors in Rm. (In [9 and 10] we have denoted sm-I(p) = aDm(p), but in this 
paper we will reserve the notation sm-I(p) for the round G-sphere sm-I(p) = {x E 
Rm(p) Illxll = I}.) Both aDm-l(p) and Dm(p) can be given the structure of 
rectilinear equivariant simplicial complexes in Rm(p) (see [9, p. 205]), and any two 
rectilinear equivariant simplicial complexes K I and K 2 in Rm( p) with 1 K I 1 = 1 K 21 = 
aDm(p) (or = Dm(p» have a common equivariant simplicial subdivision (see [9, pp. 
202-203]). 

An equivariant simplicial complex K is an m-dimensional equivariant combina-
torial manifold (without boundary) if for every vertex v of K there exists an 
orthogonal representation Pv: Gv --> O( m) and a p.l. Gv -homeomorphism 

a: Lk( v, K) --> aDm(pJ. 

Let S be a G-space. An equivariant triangulation of S consists of an equivariant 
simplicial complex K and a G-homeomorphism t: K --> S. Two equivariant triangula-
tions tl: KI --> S and t2: K2 --> S are called equivalent if t2ltl: KI --> K2 is a p.l. 
G-homeomorphism. Given an equivariant triangulation t we have the class of all 
equivariant triangulations of S equivalent to t, called the preferred class of equi-
variant triangulations of S determined by t. Two equivariant triangulations tl and t2 
of S determine the same class of preferred triangulations of S if and only if tl and t2 
are equivalent. An equivariant polyhedron P is a G-space P together with a (non-
empty!) preferred class of equivariant triangulations of P. An equivariant subpoly-
hedron Q of P is a G-subset of P such that for some preferred equivariant 
triangulation h: K --> P there exists an equivariant subcomplex L of K such that 
h(L) = Q. In particular it follows that Q is a closed subset of P. An m-dimensional 
equivariant p.l. manifold M is an equivariant polyhedron such that in the class of 
preferred equivariant triangulations of M there exists an equivariant triangulation 
t: K --> M with K an m-dimensional equivariant combinatorial manifold. In fact, in 
this case, for any preferred equivariant triangulation t': L --> M we have that L is an 
m-dimensional equivariant combinatorial manifold. 

Observe that if M is an equivariant p.l. manifold then MH is a (locally flat) p.l. 
submanifold of M for every subgroup H of G. If M is an equivariant p.l. manifold 
we use My to denote a component of MH and M// to denote a component of MH. 
Observe that if M// is the component of MH containing My then dim M// = dim My, 
since M is an equivariant p.l. manifold. If K is a G-subset of M we often denote 
[KH]a = KH n My and [KH]p = KH n Mf/. 

We will often use the fact that equivariant p.l. manifolds, as well as smooth 
G-manifolds, have the property given by the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. Let M be an equivariant p.l. manifold (or a smooth G-manifold), and let H 
be a subgroup of G such that MH is connected. Then there exists a subgroup ii of G, 
with He ii, such that Mil = MH and ii occurs in M. Moreover ii is uniquely 
determined, and if W is any nonempty open subset of MH there exists x E W with 
Gx=H. 

PROOF. That smooth G-manifolds have this property is a well-known fact and the 
argument for the case of equivariant p.I. manifolds is the same, i.e., it runs as 
follows: Let ~ denote the family of all subgroups H' of G such that He H' and 
dim M H' = dim MH = n. Then ~ is nonempty and if H' E ~ we have M H' C MH. 
Let (MH')O denote a component of M H' such that dim(MH')o = n. Since (MH')O is a 
connected submanifold of MH of the same dimension as MH we have that (MH')O is 
open in MH. Since (MH')O is closed in M' and M' is closed in MH we have that 
(MH')O is closed in MH. Thus (MH')O is both open and closed in MH and hence 
(MH')O = M H, since MH is connected. Because M H' C MH it now follows that 
M H' = MH. We have shown that H' E ~ implies that M H' = MH. Therefore it 
follows that if H', HI! E ~ then also (H', HI!) E ~, where (H', HI!) denotes the 
subgroup of G generated by H' and HI!. Hence there exists a largest subgroup H in 
~. 

We now claim that if W is any nonempty open subset of Mil there exists x E W 
such that Gx = Ii. This is seen as follows. Let if be any subgroup such that ii c if. 
By the maximality of ii we have if fl~, and since He if we must then have 
dim MH ~ n. If n = 0 we have MH = {a}, and then also Mil = {a} and W = {a}. 
Since MH = 0, we have Ga = ii. Now assume n > O. Give M an equivariant 
triangulation, which we again denote by M, such that some vertex v of Mil lies in W. 
Let a: St(v, M) --> Dm(pv) be a p.I. Gv-homeomorphism, where Pv: Gv --> O(m). We 
have ii C Gv and dim[Rm(pv)]il = n. Since for any subgroup if such that ii c if we 

- - -r-
have dim MH < n it follows that [Rm(pv)]>H equals a finite union of linear sub-
spaces of dimension";;;; n - I. Hence W' n [Rm(Pv)]il* 0, for any neighbourhood 
W' of the origin in [Rm( Pv)] H, ~nd therefore W n St( v, M) il * 0. Any x E W n 
St( v, M)il then satisfies Gx = H and x E W. 

To see that ii is uniquely determined let Hand H be two subgroups of G such 
that Mil = MH = M H, and £oth ii a12d li occur in M. Let x EM be such that 
Gx = ii. Then ~ E M~ n MH = M<il:!!) ~ wher~ (Ii, li) deno~s ~e su~roup of G 
gener~ted b2'. Hand H. Thus ~ ::J (H, H)::J H, and hence (H, H) = H. Likewise 
(ii, ii) = ii, and hence ii = ii. D 

Let us also here give a remark, that will be used in 5.1, on the notion of -::£(>H,2) 
being topologically standard in -::£H. Recall from the introduction that -::£(>H,2) is 
topologically standard in -::£H means that there exists a homeomorphism a: -::£H --> sn 
such that a(-::£(>H,2») equals a union of standard (n - 2)-dimensional sub spheres of 
sn. Let H1, ... ,Hr be such that -::£(>H,2) = U;=l -::£H,. Now let L;, 1,,;;;; i,,;;;; r, be 
(n -- I)-dimensional linear subspaces of Rn + 1 such that a(-::£Hi) = sn n 1.;. By our 
assumption -::£G is homeomorphic to a nonempty sphere and hence -::£G contains at 
least two points. Let a, bE -::£G, where a * b. We have Ii = a(b) E n;=l a(-::£Hi), 
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and hence in particular 0 =1= bE Lo = n;= I L;. Thus Lo is a linear subspace of Rn + I 
with dim Lo;;;' 1. Choose coordinates in Rn + 1 such that b = (0, ... ,0,1) and write 
Rn + I = Rn ED Rb. Since Rb C Lo C L;, for 1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; r, it follows that each L; is of the 

- -
form Li = Li ED Rb, where Li is an (n - 2)-dimensionallinear subspace of Rn. Now 
define a homeomorphism y: sn - {b} -> Rn by 

{

X E Rn, if x n + I ,,;;;; 0, 
y(x,xn+ I )= _x_ ifO,,;;;;xn+,<l. 

IIxI1 2 ' 

Then «sn - {b'}) n L i ) = Li' for 1 ,,;;;; i,,;;;; r. Since a' = ya(a) ELi' for all i, it 
follows that the affine map t: Rn -> Rn, defined by t(x) = x - a', satisfies t(LJ = L i, 
1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; r. Therefore 

a' = toy 0 a: '2, H - {b} ~ Rn 

is a homeomorphism with a'(a) = 0 and such that a'('2,H, - {b}) = L i, an (n - 2)-
dimensional linear subspace of Rn, for 1,,;;;; i,,;;;; r, and thus a'('2,(>H.2) - {b}) = 
U;= I L i· It is in this form that the assumption that '2,(>H,2) is topologically standard 
in '2,H is put to use in the proof of 5.1. 

We will occasionally deal with non connected manifolds. All notions we use for 
nonconnected manifolds have their obvious interpretation, i.e., they hold for all 
components of the manifolds. 

Let us point out one final notation, used in the proof of 2.4. Let s be a simplex 
with vertices vo,'" ,vq , where q;;;. 1, and let 0 < f < I/(q + 1). Then Sf denotes the 
smaller simplex inside s given by 

Sf = {X E s I x = ;#/iVi' f ,,;;;; ti < 1, ;#0 ti = I}. 
2. The equivariant engulfing theorem. In this section we establish an equivariant 

analogue of Stallings' engulfing theorem [16]. First we consider equivariant collaps-
ing and prove the easy but crucial Proposition 2.3 below. 

Let L be an equivariant subcomplex of the equivariant simplicial complex K. We 
say that there is an elementary G-simplicial collapse from K to L if K - L consists of 
two equivariant simplexes Gs and GS I with Sl a face of s and such that Sl and shave 
the same principal isotropy subgroup and s = vs l, where v is a vertex of s. We say 
that K collapses G-simplicially to Ko if there is a sequence K = Kr :J K r- I :J ... :J Ko 
of equivariant subcomplexes of K such that there is an elementary G-simplicial 
collapse from Ki to K i - I , for each i = 1, ... ,r. 

Let Q be an equivariant subpolyhedron of the equivariant polyhedron P, and let 
p: P ..... P /G denote the projection onto the orbit space. We say that there is an 
elementary equivariant collapse (more precisely, an elementary equivariant m-dimen-
sional collapse of type (H)) from P to Q if the following holds. There is a p.l. m-ball 
B m in P such that pi: B m ..... p(Bm) is a homeomorphism and a p.l. (m - I)-ball 
B m- I C aB m such that Q n B m = B m- I and P = Q U GB m and all points in 
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B m - B m - I have the same isotropy subgroup H. We say that P collapses equi-
variantly to Po if there exists a sequence P = Pt :) Pt - I :) ... :) Po of equi-
variant subpolyhedra of P such that there is an elementary equivariant collapse from 
Pj to IJ-I' for} = l, ... ,t. 

Let s be an ordinary simplex of the equivariant simplicial complex K and let H be 
the principal isotropy subgroup of s. Then st(s; K) and lk(s; K) are H-equivariant 
simplicial complexes and if g f£ H we have 5t(S; K) n 5t(gs; K) = 0. Thus, if 
b EO s and we star s at b and all the other simplexes gIS, ... ,gks at gIb, ... ,gkb, 
respectively, we get a well-defined G-equivariant subdivision K' of K. In this case we 
say that K' is obtained from K by an elementary G-starring at Gb EO Gs. We say that 
K* is an equivariant stellar subdivision of K if there exists a sequence 
K, K', K", ... ,K(r) = K*, where each K(i) is obtained from K(i-I) by an elementary 
G-starring, i = 1, ... ,r. If K* is an equivariant stellar subdivision of K the induced 
subdivision K* jG of KjG is stellar, and in fact conversely if (KjG)* is a stellar 
subdivision of KjG then the induced equivariant subdivision K* of K is an 
equivariant stellar subdivision of K. 

LEMMA 2.1. Assume that K collapses G-simplicially to Ko and let K* be an 
equivariant stellar subdivision of K. Then K* collapses G-simplicially to K'6. 

PROOF. It is enough to consider the case when there is an elementary G-simplicial 
collapse from K to Ko and where the equivariant stellar subdivision is an elementary 
G-starring. The proof is then completely analogous to the standard proof in the 
ordinary case, see for example Hudson [8, Lemma 2.2]. 0 

LEMMA 2.2. Let Ko be an equivariant subcomplex of the equivariant simplicial 
complex K, such that the equivariant polyhedron 1 K 1 collapses equivariantly to 1 Ko 1 . 

Then there exists an equivariant subdivision K* of K such that K* collapses G-simpli-
cially to K'6. 

PROOF. Let us first show that if Lo is an equivariant sub complex of the equivariant 
simplicial complex L such that there is an elementary equivariant collapse from 1 L 1 

to 1 Lo I, then there exists an equivariant subdivision L * of L such that L'6 is an 
equivariant stellar subdivision of Lo and such that L * collapses G-simplicially to L'6. 
By the assumption there is a p.I.-ball B m in 1 L 1 ' such that B m injects into the orbit 
space and B m n 1 Lo 1 = B m - I is an (m - I)-ball in aB m and 1 L 1 = 1 Lo 1 U GB, and 
moreover all points in B m - B m - I have the same isotropy subgroup. Let p: 1 L 1---> 
1 L IjG denote the projection onto the orbit space. Then p(Bm) is a p.I. m-ball in 
1 L IjG and 1 Lo IjG n p(Bm) = p(1 Lo 1 nBm) = p(Bm-I) is a p.I. (m - I)-ball in 
a(p(Bm» and 1 LljG = 1 Lo IjG U p(Bm), i.e., there is an elementary collapse from 
1 L IjG = 1 LjG 1 to 1 Lo IjG = 1 LojG 1 . Hence (see e.g. Hudson [8, Lemma 2.3]) 
there is a subdivision (LjG)* of LjG such that (LojG)* is a stellar subdivision of 
LojG and such that (LjG)* collapses simplicially to (LojG)*. Let L* denote the 
induced equivariant subdivision of L. Then L'6 is an equivariant stellar subdivision 
of Lo. Let (LjG)* = Rq ',,;,R q - I ',,;, ... ',,;,Ro = (LojG)* be a sequence of elemen-
tary simplicial collapses. Since all points in 1 LjG 1 -I LojG 1 have the same orbit 
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type it follows immediately that L* = L;-''>lL;_1 ">I .•. ">ILt, where L7 = p-I(R;), 
i = 0, ... ,q, is a sequence of elemen tary G-simplicial collapses. 

The lemma now follows, by induction, from the above and Lemma 2.1. 0 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be an equivariant p.l. manifold without boundary and let 
Q C P be equivariant subpolyhedra of M, such that P col/apses equivariantly to Q. Let 
U be an open G-subset of M such that Q C U. Then there exist a compact G-subset E 
and an ambient G-isotopy hI rel«M - E) U Q) such that P C hl(U). 

PROOF. Let L eKe J be an equivariant triangulation of Q C P C M, such that 
K collapses G-simplicially to L. Then J is an equivariant combinatorial manifold. 
Next observe that for any r-simplex (J of J, such that (J C JH, we have that lk( (J; J) 
is p.I. H-homeomorphic to a p.I. H-sphere sm-r-I(p), where Rm-r(p) is an 
orthogonal representation space for Hand m = dim M = dim J. This follows, by 
induction, from the fact that lk( (J; J) = lk( w; lk( (JI; J», where w is a vertex of (J and 
(JI is the face of (J opposite w. 

It is enough to consider the case where there is an elementary G-simplicial collapse 
from K to L. Let GSI and Gs be the equivariant simplexes of K - L, where Sl is a 
face of s, and Sl and s have the same principal isotropy subgroup, say H, and 
s = SIV, where v is a vertex of s. Thus v is fixed under H. We have SIV C LeU. Let 
b E SI be the barycenter of Sp and choose c E bv, where c =1= v, so close to v that 
SIVC C U. 

Since q = dim Sl ~ m - I, we have lk(sl; J) =1= 0. Let a: lk(sl; J) --> sm-q-I(p) 
be a p.l. H-homeomorphism where sm-q-I(p) is the p.I. H-sphere in the orthogonal 
representation space Rm-q(p). Since a( v) is fixed under H we have dim(Rm-q(p »H 
;;;. I. Let Vbe the I-dimensional linear subspace of Rm-q(p) generated by a( v). Now 
let Rm-q(p) = V EEl W, where W is an H-invariant (m - q - I)-dimensional linear 
subspace of Rm-q(p). Denote v = a( v )/11 a( v)11 E V. There exists a p.l. H-homeo-
morphism y: sm-q-I(p) --> S(VEEl W) = {v,-v}S(W), such that y(a(v» = v. We 
denote {3 = ya: lk( s I; J) --> S( V EEl W). Let 5\ C Rq denote a copy of s I linearly 
imbedded in Rq (with trivial H-action). Define 

ep = id * {3: st(SI; J) = sllk(sl; J) --> SIS(V EEl W) (c Rq EEl V EEl W). 

Then ep is a p.I. H-homeomorphism and ep(s) = ep(SIV) = SIV. Let us further denote 
U' = un st(SI; J) and ep(c) = e E Rq EEl V and ep(b) = bE Rq. Then slve C ep(U'). 
Now let 

1/: SI{ v, -v} --> SI{ v, -v} 

be a p.l. homeomorphism, keeping the boundary fixed, such that slv C 1/(SIVC). [For 
example by defining 1/( v) = v, 1/( e) = b, 1/( b) = -e, 1/( -v) = -v and 1/ lSI = id and 
extending linearly to the corresponding simplexes.] We define 

W = 1/ * id: SI{ v, -v}S(W) --> SI{ v, -v}S(W). 

Then ~ = ep-Iwep: st(SI; J) --> st(sl; J) is a p.I. H-homeomorphism keeping the 
boundary fixed, such that ~(U') ~ ep-Iw(Slve) ~ ep-ICSIV) = s. By Lemma 2.10 in 
[10] there is an ambient p.I. H-isotopy h; of st(SI; J) reI a(st(sl; J» = sllk(sl; J) 
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from id to ~. Extending h; equivariantly we get an ambient p.l. G-isotopy of 
Gst(s,; J) reI G(o st(s,; J» and by extending this by the identity outside Gst(s,; J) 
we get a well-defined ambient p.l. G-isotopy h/ of M=IJI rel«M-E)UL), 
where E = Gst(s,; J), such that h,(U)::)1 KI= P. 0 

We are now ready to prove the equivariant engulfing theorem. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let M be an equivariant p.l. manifold, without boundary. Let U be an 
open G-subset of M and let L C K be equivariant sub polyhedra of M such that LeU 
and K - L is compact, and dim[KHla,..; dim M'H - 3, for every subgroup Hand 
component M'H of MH for which [(K- L)Hl a =1= 0. Assume that (MH,[UHl a) is 
r(H, a)-connected and dim[(K - L)Hl a ,..; r(H, a) for every subgroup H occurring in 
M and any component M'H of M H. Then there exist a compact G-subset E C M and an 
ambient p.l. G-isotopy h/ of M rel«M - E) U L) such that K C h,(U). 

PROOF. Let, for every subgroup H of G occurring in M and any component M'H of 
M H, n(H, a) be an integer such that -3,..; n(H, a) ,..; dim M'H - 3 and n(gHg-', ga) 
= n(H, a) for every g E G, and let no( , ) be another similar integer-valued 
function, satisfying the same properties as n( , ), and such that no(H, a) ,..; n(H, a) 
,..; no(H, a) + I for all Hand a. We assume inductively that the theorem holds if 
r(H, a) ,..; no(H, a) for all H and a, and we shall prove that it then holds if 
r(H, a) ,..; n(H, a) for all H and a. The theorem holds if no(H, a) ,..; -I for all H 
anda. 

If h: M ~ M is a G-homeomorphism which is G-isotopic to the identity we have 
h(M'H) = M'H and h([UHla) = [h(U)HJ« for all Hand a. Hence it follows, by 
induction, that it is enough to consider the case when 

K- L =A = Gs, 

where A is an equivariant simplex, in some equivariant triangulation of L C K. Then 
Gs = A C LeU. Let H be the principal isotropy subgroup of s and let M'H denote 
the component of MH containing S, and let Mf! be the component of MH containing 
M'H. Then s C [(K - L)Hl a and we are assuming that 

dim s = dim[(K - L)H]a,..; n(H, a) ,..; dim M'H - 3. 

If dim[(K - L)Hl a ,..; no(H, a), the inductive assumption applies and there is noth-
ing to prove. Hence we can assume that n(H, a) = no(H, a) + I, and that 

dims = n(H, a) = p. 

Then the pair (M'H, [U H 1 a) is p-connected. We have s C U, and since U is open there 
exists E > 0 such that 

s - Sf CU. 

Let us denote a = Sf and B = Ga. We now define 

L, = L U (A - B). 

Then L, is a subpolyhedron of K and K - L, = B. We have a esc M'H and since 
a C U it follows that d' C [UHl a. Observe that the only isotropy subgroup in a is H. 
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Also B C A and iJ C U, and the only orbit type occurring in B is (H). Now consider 
the inclusion 

i: (a, 6) ----> (M;}, [UH]"). 

Since dim a = p and (M;}, [UH1") is p-connected there exists a homotopy~: a X I -> 

M Hre16 from the inclusion i to a map ~I: a -> [UH1" eM;}. By p.l. approximation 
there exists a p.l. map 

such that 
l.1/(a X 1) eM;}, 
2.1/ I a X {O} = ~ I a X {O} = i, 
3.1/(6 X I U a X {I}) C [UH1". 

Conditions 1 and 3 are obtained by letting 1/ approximate ~ well enough. Since 
dim a = dim S ,,;;;; dim M;} - 3 we have in particular dime a X I) ,,;;;; dim M;} = 
dim Mt, and hence we can approximate 1/ arbitrarily well by a nondegenerate p.l. 
map satisfying conditions 1-3 above. Thus we may as well henceforth assume that 1/ 
moreover is non degenerate. 

A triangulation (a X 1)* ofaX I induces in an obvious wayan equivariant 
triangulation (B X 1)* of B X I. Now let (a X 1)* be a triangulation ofaX I, 
which induces a triangulation on a X {O}, and M* an equivariant triangulation of M 
such that 1/ embeds the simplexes of (a X 1)* and the G-map Ti: (B X 1)* ----> M*, 
defined by Ti( gx, t) = g1/( x, t) for all g E G and (x, t) E a X I, is simplicial. Since 
Ti is isovariant and non degenerate in the ordinary sense it now follows by Lemma 1.7 
in [101 that Ti is equivariantly non degenerate, i.e., Ti embeds every equivariant simplex 
of (B X 1)*. By Theorem 6 in Whitehead [191 there exists a subdivision (a X 1)* * of 
(a X 1)* such that (a X 1)** collapses simplicially to (6 X I U a X {l})**. Clearly 
Ti also embeds every equivariant simplex of (B X 1)**. 

Let SI' . .. ,Sk be closed simplexes of (a X 1)** - (6 X I U a X {I })** such that, 
denoting 

tj = (6 X I U a X (l})** U SI U ... USj , 

to = (6 X I U a X {l} )**, 

1 ";;;;j";;;; k, and 

we have tk = (a X 1)** and tj '>. tj _ 1 by one elementary simplicial collapse, j = 
l, ... ,k. Thus we have 

tj _ 1 n Sj = Vji;, wheresj = vj'r;, 1 ";;;;j";;;; k. 

Let tf denote the p-skeleton of ti" Observe that 

to = tb, and (a X {O})** C tf. 
Moreover we also have 

i.e. 

tf-I U Sj'>.tf-I 
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by one elementary simplicial collapse,) = 1, ... , k. [We have tf-I U Sj =1= tf in the 
cases when dim Sj = P + 1.] 

Let us define 

Si = Gsi , i = 1, ... ,k, 

~ = Gtj , ) = O, ... ,k, 

and let ~p = Gtf denote the p-skeleton of ~. Then SI' ... , Sk are closed equivariant 
simplexesof(B X 1)** - (13 X I U B X {l})**. We have 

To=Tt=(13XIUBX{l})**, and (BX{O})**CT{ 

and 

~l'- 1 U ~ '" ~~ 1 , 

by one elementary G-simplicial collapse. 
Let us consider the equivariant polyhedron 

) = 1, .. . ,k, 

P = LI Ulix{o) (B X I) = K UBX{O} (B X I). 
There is an equivariant triangulation P** of P which is an extension of (B X 1)** 
and which induces K**, Lj* and L** (in fact L** = L). We have the elementary 
G-simplicial collapses 

L j * U ~~ 1 U SJ '" L j * U ~~ 1 , 

Now consider the G-map 
fj: P** -> M 

) = 1, .. . ,k. 

where fj I K** equals the inclusion of K** into M and fj I (B X 1)** = if. Then fj is 
an equivariantly nondegenerate proper p.l. G-map. By Proposition 3.9 in [10] there 
is an isovariant proper p.l. e-homotopy reI K from fj to an equivariantly nondegener-
ate proper p.l. G-map ip: P** -> M such that ip I : P** - K** -> Mis in equivariant 
strong general position with respect to M and Ko C M, where Ko = G[ K H] a. Here e 
denotes an arbitrary given G-invariant function e: P -> R+ . We have ip( a X 1) C 
M,!!, and by choosing ip to approximate fj well enough we get ip( a X I U a X {I}) C 
[UH lao Moreover we have that if TI and T2 are any two distinct simplexes of 
P** - K** such that ip( TJ C MpH, i = 1,2, then 

(i) dim(ip( +1) n ip(f2» ,,;;; dim TI + dim T2 - dim Mt, 
(ii) dim(ip(fl) n Ko)";;; dimT1 + dim[(Ko)H]p - dim M{ 

Here [(KO)H]p = (KO)H n M{ 
Claim. We now claim that for each) = 0, ... , k there exist a compact G-subset Ej 

and an ambient p.I. G-isotopy h~j) of M rel« M - Ej ) U L I) such that 

ip(q) C h\J)(U).· 

We prove this claim by induction in). For) = ° we have ip(Tl) = ip(To) C U, so we 
can take h~O) = id. Assume the claim holds for the value i-I, so that ip(T,~I) C 
h\i-I)(U). We shall show that it holds for the value i. Consider a set of the form 

S(ipiSi U T), 
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where T is any ordinary simplex of Lj* U T/_ I. (Here S(<P!Si U 7") denotes the 
singular set of the map <p ! Si U T, see e.g. Rushing [13, p. 28].) Since ip is nondegener-
ate it is dimension preserving. Hence it follows from (i) that if T is a simplex of 
T/_, - Lj* we have 

dim S( ip ! Si U 7") ,.;;; dim Si + dim T - dim Mr ,.;;; p + 1 + p - dim Mr ,.;;; p - 2, 

since p ,.;;; dim M,!! - 3 = dim Mr - 3. If T is a simplex of Lj* we have S( ip! Si U T) 
o unless T = ip( T) eM,!!, i.e., T C [KH1" C Ko. In this case we have by (ii) 

dim S( ip! Si U T) ,.;;; dime ip (sJ n Ko) 

,.;;; dim Si + dim[(Ko)H] P - dim Mr ,.;;; p - 2, 

since dim Ko = dim[KH1" ,.;;; dim M,!! - 3 = dim Mr - 3. 
Let us denote 

where the union is over all ordinary simplexes T of Lj* U T/!_I. Then ~; is a 
subpolyhedron of Si and dim ~; ,.;;; p - 2. Since t;_1 U Si collapses (by an elementary 
simplicial collapse) to t;_1 there exists (see Lemma 1.6.3 in Rushing [13]) a 
subpolyhedron A: C Si with ~; C A: such that t;_1 U Si collapses to t;_1 U A; and 
dim A: ,.;;; p - 1. Hence in some subdivision (t;_1 U SJ'B of t;_1 U Si' such that 
(t;_ I U A:) $ is a sub complex, we have that (t;- IUS J $ collapses simplicially to 
(t;_, U A;)$. Let Ai = GA; C Si and ~i = G~; C Ai. Then (T/_I U SJ$ collapses 
G-simplicially to (~~I U Ai)$. The equivariant subdivision (~~I U SJ$ can be 
extended to an equivariant subdivision (L, U ~~, U SJ$ of Lj* U ~~I U Si. 
Then (L, U ~P_, U SJ$ collapses G-simplicially to (L, U ~~, U AJ$ . Let 

(LI U ~~, U SJ$ = Rd'>.R d- 1 '>. ... '>.Ro = (LI U ~~_I U AJ$ 

be a sequence of elementary G-simplicial collapses. Let us now show that there is an 
elementary equivariant collapse from ip(Re) to ip(R e- l ) for e = I, . .. ,d. Let Re-
R e- I consist of the two equivariant simplexes Gw and Gw, with w, a face of wand 
w = aWl' where a is a vertex of w, and where we have chosen the ordinary simplex w 
such that w C Si. (Thus both WI and w have principal isotropy subgroup equal to H.) 
We have w n Re-, = mil" and ip!: Gw --. M is a p.l. G-imbedding. We claim that 
p! : ip(w) --. MjG is injective. For if x, yEw and p(ip(x» = p(ip(y» we have 
ip( x) = gip(y) for some g E G and hence ip( x) = ip(gy) implies x = gy. Since yEw 
and gy = x E w it follows that g E H and x = y. Next we claim that x E w - R e - I 
implies that ip(x) fl ip(R e - I ). For if z ERe_I and ip(x) = ip(z) we cannot have 
z E L, U ~~I since x E Si - A; C Si - ~;, and hence z E Si which since ip! Si is a 
G-imbedding implies that x = z, a contradiction. It now follows that ip( w) n 
ip(R e-,) = ip(w n R e- I) = ip(aw l ). Thus ip(w) is a q-ball (q = dimw) in ip(Re) 
which injects into the orbit space such that ip(w) n ip(R e- l ) = ip(aw l ) is a (q - 1)-
ball in a(ip(w» and ip(Re) = ip(R e- l ) U Gip(w). This shows that there IS an 
elementary equivariant collapse from ip(Re) to ip(R e - I ). 

Thus ip( L I U ~~ I U SJ collapses equivariantly to ip( L, U ~~, U Ai). Since 
ip(a X J) C Mlfit follows that[(ip(L I U ~~, U AJ - ip(LI U ~~I»H'P *' 0 only 
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if H' = gHg- j and y = ga, for some g E G. Since also dim(<p(L j U T/'_j U AJ-
<p(L j U 1/'_j» ~ p - 1, we have by our main inductive assumption that the theorem 
holds in this case, i.e., there exist a compact G-subset i{ and an ambient p.I. 
G-isotopy ii(i) rel« M - i{) U <p( L j U 1?'_ j» such that 

ii(i)(h(i-j)(U)):J m(L U TP U A.) j j .,.. j I-j I' 

Since <p( L JUT/'_ j U Si) collapses equivariantly to <p( L JUT/'_ j U Ai) it now fol-
lows by Proposition 2.3 that there exist a compact G-subset £j and an ambient p.l. 
G-isotopy fz(i) rel«M - £J U <p(L j U T/'_j U AJ) such that 

fz\i)(ii\i)h\i-j)(U)):J <p(Lj U J;~j U SJ. 

Now let E = £ U E U E and h(i) = fz(i) 0 ii(i) 0 h(i-j) then h(i) is an ambient 
I I I ,-I , 

p.l. G-isotopy such that h\i)(U):J <p(L j U J;~j U SJ:J <p(L j U J;P). This com-
pletes the inductive proof of our "claim". Thus h = h(k) is an ambient p.l. G-isotopy 
rel«M - Ek ) U L) such that 

hj(U):J <p(Lj U T{):J <p(Lj U (B X {O})) = <p(K) = K. 0 

We will also use the following version of the equivariant engulfing theorem. (This 
version of the equivariant engulfing theorem corresponds to the version of the 
ordinary engulfing theorem given in Theorem 6.1 in Stallings [17].) 

THEOREM 2.5. Let M be an equivariant p.l. manifold, without boundary. Let U be an 
open G-subset of M and C a closed G-subset of M such that C c U. Let K be an 
equivariant subpolyhedron of M such that K - U is compact. Assume that 

is r(H, a)-connected and dim[(K - C)H]" ~ r(H, a) ~ dim M,!! - 3 for every sub-
group H and component M,!! of MH for which [(K - C)H]" =1= 0. Then there exist a 
compact G-subset E C M - C and an ambient p .1. G-isotopy h t of M rel( M - E) such 
that K C hj(U), 

PROOF. Denote M j = M - C, Uj = U - C and K j = K - C. Then K j is an 
equivariant sub polyhedron of the equivariant p.I. manifold M j • Let K j be given 
some equivariant triangulation and let L j denote the equivariant sub complex of K j 

consisting of all closed simplexes of K j that are contained in Uj. Then L j C Uj and 
K j - L j = N(K j - Uj; K j) is compact since K j - Uj = K - U is compact. The 
proof is now completed by applying Theorem 2.4 to the situation (Mj, Uj, L j, Kj)' 
(Observe the following: Let H be a subgroup of G and (M j HI a component of (M j ) H 

such that [(K j - Lj)HJY =1= 0. Let M,!! be the component of MH containing (M j)1. 
Then 0 =1= [(Kj)HJY C [(Kj)H]" and hence, by the assumption in 2.5 and the fact 
that dim M,!! = dim(M j )1, we have dim[(Kj)HJY ~ dim[(Kj)f{]" ~ dim M'/i - 3 = 
dim(M j )1- 3.) 0 

3. Recognition of linear actions on euclidean space. In this section we prove 
Proposition 3.2 which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for an equivariant 
p.l. manifold M to be G-homeomorphic to some euclidean representation space. 
Proposition 3.2 below is in fact given in a more general form than we would need. In 
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the situation that we use Proposition 3.2 we are already given that the underlying 
manifold is euclidean space and that all fixed-point sets are homeomorphic to 
euclidean space. There is also a version of the result in Proposition 3.2 that gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for M to be p.l. G-homeomorphic to some 
euclidean representation space, but we have no use for this p.l. version in this paper, 
and hence we omit it. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let M be an equivariant p.l. manifold and g- a family of 
subgroups of G, occurring in M, which is closed under conjugation. We say that M is 
§C-equivariantly unraveled at infinity if given any compact subset A of M there exists 
a compact G-subset B of M, with A C B, such that (M H' (M - B) H) is 2-connected 
for every H E g- for which MH is noncompact. In case g- is the family of all 
subgroups occurring in M we simply use the expression "equivariantly unraveled at 
infinity" instead of "g--equivariantly unraveled at infinity". 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be an equivariant p.l. manifold, without boundary, such 
that dim M H ;:;;, 5 for every subgroup H =1= G occurring in M. Then M is G-homeomor-
phic to some orthogonal representation space Rm(p) if and only if the following three 
conditions are satisfied. 

I. The case 0 ,,;; dim MG ,,;; 4. 
1. MG is homeomorphic to Rk, where k = dim MG. 
2. M is g-' -equivariantly unraveled at infinity, where g-' = g- - {G} and g- denotes 

the family of all subgroups occurring in M. 
3. There is a closed G-invariant neighbourhood D of MG in M, with D G-homeomor-

phic to some Rk X Bm-k(p'), such that (MH' DH) is q-connected for all q and every 
HE g-'. 

II. The case dim MG ;:;;, 5. 
1. MG is contractible. 
2. M is equivariantly unraveled at infinity. 
3. There exists an open G-subset U of M G-homeomorphic to some Rm(p) such that 

(Mil' UIl ) is q-connected for all q and every H E g-'. (Observe that in this case 
(MG' Ua> = (M G, U G) is also automatically q-connectedfor all q.) 

PROOF. The "only if" part is clear. 
In order to prove the" if" part we will first prove that given any compact subset A 

of M there exists an equivariant ball E in M such that AcE. 
I. The case 0 ,,;; dim MG ,,;; 4. Let k = dim MG and let a: Rk X Bm-k(p') ..... D be a 

G-homeomorphism. Then we have MG = DG = a(Rk X {O}). Let us define 

C = a(Rk X B;j-;k(p')), and 

W = M - a(Rk X B;}~/(p')), 

where Brm-k(p') = {x E R,;:,-k(p') Illxll ,,;; r}. Then W is open in M and Int C 
= a(Rk X B;j-;k(p'». Observe that M = Int C U W. Let us denote U = Int D = 
a(Rk X Bm-k(p'». Then MG C C C U. 

Now let A be an arbitrary compact subset of M. Since M is g-'-equivariantly 
unraveled at infinity there exists a compact G-subset B, where A C B, such that 
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(MH,(M - B)H) is 2-connected for every subgroup H =1= G occurring in M for 
which MH is noncompact. If 1 .;;;; dim MG .;;;; 4, then MG is noncompact, and hence 
in this case M His noncompact for every subgroup H. If dim MG = 0 then MG = {a}, 
a point, and we can assume that B is chosen such that A U {a} C B. Then we have 
(M - B)G = 0. We claim that MH is noncompact for every subgroup H =1= G 
occurring in M. Let H] be a subgroup of G which occurs in M and which is maximal 
in the set of all subgroups different from G occurring in M. Then M H, = MH, U MG 
= MH, U {a} and D H, = DH, U DG = DH, U {a}. Let us denote k] = dim M H, ;;;. 5. 
If M H, were compact we would have Hk,(M H,; Z2) ~ Z2. Since (MH" DH) is 
q-connected for all, it follows by excision that Hk (M H" D H,; Z2) ~ , 
Hk,(MH" DH,; Z2) = O. Therefore by the exact homology sequence of the pair 
( MH, DH,) we get H (M H,. Z ) ~ H (MH, D H,. Z ) = 0 Thus M H, is noncom-

" k" 2 kJ ' '2 . 
pact. It now follows that MH is noncompact for every subgroup H =1= G occurring in 
M. 

Let T be an equivariant triangulation of M which is subordinate to the open cover 
{Int C, W}. Let L be the sub complex of Twhich consists of all closed simplexes of T 
that are contained in W. Since W G = 0 we have L G = 0. Let us denote 

V=M-B. 
Then M - V = B is compact. Let L2 be the 2-skeleton of L. Thus L 2 - V is 
compact and (MH' VH) is 2-connected for every H which occurs in L. Hence there 
exist, by Theorem 2.4, a compact G-subset E{ of M and a G-homeomorphism v of M 
such that L2 C v(V) and v I M - E{ = id. Let E] = E{ U B. Then we have v I M-
E] = id and M - E] C V. We now define P to be the union of all closed simplexes 
of T that are contained in M - E], and 

K= L2 U P. 

Then, since L2 C v(V) and Pc M - E] = v(M - E]) C v(V), it follows that 

K C v(V). 

Now define 
J= T--;.-K, 

i.e., J is the maximal subcomplex of the first barycentric subdivision T' of T which 
does not intersect K. We have 

JeT - K C T - P C N( E]; T), 

and hence J is compact. Next observe that 

We claim that for every subgroup H of G and any component M'J{ of MH we have 

Because of (*) it is enough to prove (**) with (T --;.- L2) - C in place of J - C. Let s' 
be a simplex of T --;.- L 2 with principal isotropy subgroup equal to H and such that 
s' C M'J{ and s' ¢ C. Then s' is a simplex of T' such that s' n L2 = 0. Let s be the 
carrier of s' in T, i.e. s is the smallest simplex of T which contains s'. Then we also 
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have s ct C and hence in particular s ct Int C. Thus sew, since T is subordinate to 
the open cover {Int C, W}. Since the principal isotropy subgroup of s also equals H 
we have sCM H. Since sew we have s C L, and hence the 2-skeleton s 2 of s lies in 
L2. Then s' C sand s' n L2 = 0 imply that 

dim s'..;; dim s - 3..;; dim Mn - 3. 

The pair (M - C, U - C) is G-homeomorphic to (M - M G , U - M G ). Thus 
«M - C)H' (U - C)H) is homeomorphic to (MH, UH) for every H 0(= G. Hence 
«M - C)H' (U - C)H) is q-connected for all q and every subgroup H occurring in 
J - C. It now follows, by Theorem 2.5, that there is a G-homeomorphism u of M 
such thatJ C u(U). 

Since K C v(V) and J C u(U) and J = T -+- K there exists a G-homeomorphism 
w: 1 T' 1 ..... 1 T' 1 such that 

w(u(U)) U v(V) =1 T' 1= M. 

Then 
h = V-low 0 u: M ..... M 

is a G-homeomorphism such that h(U) U V = M, and hence 
A C B C h(U). 

Since A is compact and h(U) C h(D) = (h 0 a)(Rk X Bm-k(p'» there exists r > 0 
such that 

A C (h 0 a)(B; X Bm-k(p')) = E, 

where Brk = {x E Rk Illxll ..;; r}. Then E is G-homeomorphic with Bm(p), where 

p = id EEl ••• EEl id EEl p', 
'-----,------' 

k 

and we have thus proved that A is contained in an equivariant ball E in M. 
In the case when dim MG ;;a. 5 the proof of the fact that any compact subset A of 

M is contained in an equivariant ball E is completely similar to the above proof and 
in fact simpler. The sets C and Ware not needed at all and L is chosen to be T. 

Thus it follows that in both cases I and II we have that M = U: I Ei' where 
EI C £2 C E2 C £3 C ... is an increasing sequence of equivariant m-balls and each 
Ei is G-homeomorphic to Bm(p), i = 1,2,3, .... Hence Proposition 3.4 below implies 
that Mis G-homeomorphic to Rm(p). D 

The proof of Proposition 3.4 below is completely analogous to the proof of the 
"monotone union of open n-cells theorem" by Morton Brown [3]. If Sand S' are 
two embedded nonintersecting (m - I)-spheres in an m-ball we denote by [S, S'] the 
closure of the region between Sand S'. The cruciallemrna is the following. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let j: Bn(p) ..... Bn(p) be a G-embedding such that j(Bn(p» C Bn(p), 
and let A C Bn(p) be compact. Then there exists a G-homeomorphism h: Bn(p) ..... 
Bn(p) such that j(Bn(p» U A C hj(Bf/ip» and [j(Si/21(p», hj(Si/-21(P»] is G-
homeomorphic to sn-I(p) X [0,1]. 
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PROOF. We first prove the lemma in the case thatj(O) = O. Let e > 0 be such that 
B.n(p) Cj(Bi/2(P» and j(Bn(p» U A C Bi-'(p). Let h: W(p) -> Bn(p) be a G-
homeomorphism such that hi B.n/ip) = id, h( B.n(p» = Bi _.(p) and hi sn-I(p) = 
id. Then j( Bn(p» U A C Bi-.(p) = h( B.n(p» C hj( Bi/2(P ». It remains to prove 
that [j(SI',iZI(p », hj(SI'/21(p »] is G-homeomorphic to sn-I(p) X [0, I]. 

Choose a G-homeomorphism/,: j(Bn(p» ->j(Bn(p» such that/,lj(Sn-l(p» = 
id'/'(j(S3n/41(p ») = j(SI';iI(p» and /'(j(Bi/2(P ») C B./2(p), and extend /' by the 
identity map to a G-homeomorphismf: Bn(p) -> Bn(p). Then we have the following 
sequence of G-homeomorphisms 

sn-I(p) X [0, I] -: [Sl';il(p), S3'/4I(p)] :: [j( SI'/2I(p)), j( S3'/4I(p))] 

-: [h(SI'/2I(p)), j(SI';iI(p))] : [h(SI'/2I(p)), hj(SI'/2I(p))] 

Now consider the case when j(O) = b =1= o. Then Gb = G and the line Rb is 
pointwise fixed under the action of G, i.e. Rb C (Rn(p »G. Then we can write 
Rn(p) = Rn-I(p') EB Rb and it follows immediately that there exists a G-homeomor-
phism k: Bn(p) -> Bn(p) such that k( b) = O. Then applying the above considered 
case to the G-imbedding k 0 j and the compact set k(A) we find a G-homeomor-
phism h': Bn(p) -> Bn(p) such that kj(Bn(p» U k(A) C h'kj(Bi/ip» and 
[kj(SI'/-21(P», h'kj(SI'/21(P»] is G-homeomorphic to sn-I(p) X [0, I]. Thus the G-
homeomorphism h = k- I 0 h' 0 k is of the required form. D 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M be a topological m-manifold with an action of G. Assume 
that M = U~I E;, where EI C £2 C E2 C £3 C ... and there exist G-homeomor-
ph isms J;: Bm(p) -> E; and £; = J;(Bm(p», for all i. Then Mis G-homeomorphic to 
Rm(p). 

PROOF. Let us denote EI = E, NB'{j2(P» = E(1/2) C E and NSI'/ip» = 
aE(I/2), and let ~ stand for "is G-homeomorphic to". Consider the G-embedding 
E = EI ~ E2. Then Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists a G-homeomorphism 
k 2: E2 -> E2 such that E C k 2(E(1/2» and [aE(1/2), k 2aE(1/2)] ~ sm-I(p) X 
[0,1]. Then consider the G-embedding k21: E -> E3, Xl-+k2(X). By Lemma 3.3 there 
exists a G-homeomorphism k3: E3 -> E3 such that E2 C k3k2(E(1/2» and 

[k2aE(I/2), k3k2aE(I/2)] ~ sm-I(p) X [0,1]. 
Next consider the G-embedding k3k21 : E -> E4 , and so on. In this way we see that 
there exist G-homeomorphisms k; of E;, where kl = id, such that denoting 

s; = k; 0 ••• 0 k2 0 k l : E -> M 

we have that 

{
E;_I C s;(E(I/2)), 

[s;_laE(I/2), s;aE(I/2)] ~ sm-I(p) X [0,1]' 
i = 2,3, .... 
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Thus M = U;: I SiC E(l /2)). It now follows that there is a continuous bijective 
G-map h: Rm(p) -> M, and hence, by invariance of domain, h is a G-homeomor-
phism. 0 

4. The main lemmas. In this section we prove the main lemmas that allow us to 
handle codimension 2 fixed-point situations and the interference of codimension 1 
and codimension 2 fixed-point situations. We will often encounter nonconnected 
manifolds. Any notion we use for a nonconnected manifold W is defined in the 
obvious way, i.e., by the requirement that it holds for every component Vof W. For 
example, we say that a nonconnected manifold W is orientable if every component V 
of W is orientable, and p: W -> W is a universal covering of W if pi: p-l(V) -> Vis 
a universal covering of V for every component Vof W. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let M be an orientable manifold and Wan open subset of M. Let 'VL be a 
finite family of orientable closed submanifolds of M which is closed under intersection. 
Assume that i*: HiW) -> HiM) and i~: HiW n N) -> HiN) are isomorphisms 
for all q ;;. 0, and every N E 'VL, where i and i' denote inclusions. Then 

j*:Hq(W- i~ (wn~)) ->Hq(M- i~ ~), 
where j denotes the inclusion, is an isomorphism for all q ;;. ° and any N 1, ••• ,Nr E 'VL. 

PROOF. Using homology Mayer-Vietoris sequences and the 5-lemma we see that it 
is enough to consider the case r = 1. Let N E 'VL. Once again using homology 
Mayer-Vietoris sequences and the 5-lemma we see that it is enough to consider one 
component of N. Let No be a component of N and denote W n No = Wo, C = M-
Wand Co = C n No = No - WOo Using exact homology sequences and the 5-lemma 
it follows that it is enough to prove thatj*: HiW, W - Wo) -> HiM, M - No) are 
isomorphisms for all q. We have the commutative diagram 

Hq(W, W- Wo) 
c 

Hq(M - Co' M - No) 
y 

Hcm-q( No, Co) 4 -> 
- ~ 

j. ~ ~ ~j6 

Hq(M, M - No) 
id 

H/M, M- No) 
y 

Hcm-q(No) -> -> 
~ -

where m = dim M. Here H:( ) denotes Alexander-Spanier cohomology with com-
pact supports and integer coefficients. The maps yare duality isomorphisms, see e.g. 
Spanier [15, Theorem 6.9.lO], and c* is an isomorphism by excision. Since we also 
have the commutative diagram 

Hp(Wo) = Hp(No - Co) 

(io).~'" 

where n = dim No, the proof is complete. 0 

y' 
-> 

y' 
-> Hn-P(N. ) 

" 0 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let M denote euclidean space Rm with a smooth action of G such that 
each fixed-point set MH is homeomorphic to euclidean space Rn(H) and MG =1= 0, and 
dim MH ;;;. 4 for each subgroup H =1= G occurring in M. Let H, HI"" ,Hp be sub-
groups of G such that H C H j and dim M H, = dim M H - 1, for 1 0;;;; i 0;;;; p. Then every 

-r 
component of MH - U;=I M H, is homeomorphic to euclidean space Rn(H). In particu-
lar it follows that if U is a smooth slice at a E MG the map i#: 'TTq(UH - U;=I UH,)-> 
'TTiMH - U;=I M H,), induced by the inclusion, is an isomorphism for every q;;;. O. 

PROOF. We may assume that the subgroups H, HI"" ,Hp are such that they occur 
in their respective fixed-point sets and that M H, =1= MHj for i =1= j. Since M H, ~ 
Rn(H)-I is closed in MH ~ Rn(H) it follows by the Jordan-Brouwer theorem that 
MH - M H, consists of two components M~ and M~ , 1 0;;;; i 0;;;; p. Let U~ and U~ be 
the two components of UH - UH" where U~ C M~ and U~ C M~ , 1 0;;;; i 0;;;; p. We 
now claim the following. Each component of MH - U;=I M H, is of the form 
M~(l) n ... nM!(p)' where 0': {I, ... ,p} -> {+, -}, and each of these components is 
homeomorphic to Rn(H), and moreover the inclusion i: UH - U;=I UH, -> MH -
U;=I M H , induces a one-to-one correspondence between components. We shall 
prove this claim by induction in p. Since M H, ~ Rn(H)- I and M H, is locally flat and 
closed in MH ~ Rn(H), where n(H) ;;;. 4, it follows by Cantrell [4] (the corollary on 
p. 718 in [4], see also §3.3 in Rushing [13]) that the two components M~ and M~ of 
MH - M H, are both homeomorphic to Rn(H). Moreover i: UH - UH, -> MH - M H, 
induces a one-to-one correspondence of the components. 

Now let p ;;;. 2 and assume that our claim holds for the values 1 to p - 1. Observe 
that in this case dim M H, ;;;. 4, for dim M H, 0;;;; 3 would imply M H, = MG and 
similarly MH2 = M G, which contradicts the fact that M H, =1= M H2. Clearly every 

f M H UP M H.· . d' MI MP component 0 - j= I ' IS contame m some a(I) n ... n a(p)' so we 
must prove that every nonempty M~(I) n ... nM!(p) is connected and homeomor-
phic to Rn(H). Let N = M~(l) n ... nM!(p) =1= 0. Then N' = M~(I) n ... nM:(;~I) 
=1= 0 and hence by our inductive assumption N' is a component of MH - U)::i MH) 
and N' ~ Rn(H). Let us denote L = MHp and let the two components of MHp -
(MHp n MHj) = MHp - M<Hp'Hj) be denoted by L~ and L~ , where L~ C M~ and 
L~ C M~, 1 o;;;;j 0;;;; P - 1. Then, by our inductive assumption, each component of 
MHp - U)::II M<Hp,Hj) is of the form L~(l) n··· nL:(;!..I)' where '1': {l, ... ,p - I} 
-> {+, -}, and each nonempty L~(l) n ... n L:(;!.. I) is homeomorphic to Rn(Hp). We 
have 

(*) (N' n M~) U (N' n M~) = N' - MHp = N' - (MHp - PC/ M<Hp'H)) 
J=I 

= N' - U (L~(l) n ... nL:(;!..I») 
T 

- N' - (LI n··· nLP-I ) - a(l) a(p- I) . 

If L' = L~(l) n ... nL!(;~I) = 0 we have N' n MHp = 0 and hence, since N' is 
connected, either N' C M~ or N' C M~. Since N = N' n M!(p) =1= 0 we have 
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N' C M%(p)' and hence in this case N = N' n M%(p) = N', which is connected and 
homeomorphic to Rn(H). If L' =1= 0 we have N' n MHp =1= 0, and hence N' n M~ 
=1= 0 and N' n MI!... =1= 0. Since L' eN' and L' ~ Rn(H)-1 is locally flat and closed 
in N' ~ Rn(H) it again follows by Cantrell [4] that the two components of N' - L' 
are both homeomorphic to Rn(H). Since (*) implies that the two components of 
N' - L' are N' n M~ and N' n MI!..., it now follows that N = N' n M%(p) is 
homeomorphic to Rn(H). 

The map between the sets of components of U H - U;=I U H, and MH-
U;=I M H" induced by the inclusion, assigns to a (nonempty) component U(J~I) 
n ... n U.f(p) the component M~(1) n ... nM%(p) and hence this map is clearly 
injective. It remains to show that it is surjective, namely that N = M~(I) 
n ... nM%(p) =1= 0 implies V = U(J~I) n ... n U.f(p) =1= 0. Since N' = M~(I) 
n ... n M%(;~ I) =1= 0 we have by the inductive assumption that V' = U(J~1) 
n ... n U.f(;~I) =1= 0. Let W~ and W~ be the two components of UHp - U(Hp,Hj ), 

where W~ C L~ and W~ C L~, 1 ~i ~ p - 1. Then we get, in analogy with (*), 

(**) (V' n U~) u (V' nUl!...) = V' - UHp = V' - (W(J~I) n··· nW.f(;~I»)' 
If L' = 0 we have, as we saw above, that N' C M%(p). Therefore V' eN' C M%(p) 
and V' C Mt(p) n U = U.f(p) , and hence V = V' n U.f(p) = V' =1= 0. If L' =1= 0 it 
follows by the inductive assumption that W' = W(J~I) n ... n W.f(;~ I) =1= 0, and 
hence by (**) we have that V' n UHp =1= 0, which in turn implies that both 
V' n U~ =1= 0 and V' n UI!... =1= 0. Thus V = V' n U.f(p) =1= 0. This completes the 
induction and the proof of Lemma 4.2. 0 

LEMMA 4.3. Let M be as in 4.2, and let H, HI and H2 be subgroups of G, where 
H C HI and H C H 2 , such that dim M H, = dim MH - 1 and dim M H, = dim MH 

-r- -r-
-2. Let U be a smooth slice at a point a E MG and assume that, for any subgroups 
K C K2 with dim MK2 = dim MK - 2, the map 

-r-
i" 7T (UK - UK,) -> 7T (MK - MK2) #. q q , 

induced by the inclusion i', is an isomorphism for every q;;;. 1. Then the map 
i#: 7TiUH - (U H, U U H2)) -> 7TiMH - (MH, U MH2)), induced by the inclusioni, is 
an isomorphism for every q ;;;. O. 

PROOF. Since M H, is closed in MH it follows by the Jordan-Brouwer separation 
theorem that MH - M H, consists of two components M + and M _ such that 
M+ UM_ = MH and M+ nM_ = M H,. Likewise U H - U H, consists of two compo-
nents U+ and U_, where U+ C M+, such that U+ U U_ = U H and U+ n U_ = U H,. 
The spaces U + - U H2 and M + - MH2 are connected, and we shall prove that 

i#: 7Tq{U+ -UH,) -> 7Tq{M+ -MH,) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. 1. The proof in the case of the minus-components is 
of course completely analogous. 

If U H2 C U H, we also have MH2 C M H, and hence in this case U + - U H2 = U + 
and M + - MHz = M + . Since M H, ~ Rn(H)-1 is locally flat and closed in MH ~ Rn(H) 
it follows by Cantrell [4] that M + is homeomorphic to Rn(H). Since also U + ~ Rn(H) 
our claim is clear in this case. 
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Let us now assume that UHz t UH,. Let a': Rm(p) --- U be a G-diffeomorphism, 
and denote n = dim(Rm(p »H = dim U H. Then dim(Rm(p »HI = n - 1, 
dim(Rm(p »Hz = n - 2 and (Rm(p »Hz t(Rm(p »HI. By a linear change of coordi-
nates in Rn = (Rm(p »H we get the situation that 

is a homeomorphism such that 
a(Rn~l) = UHI, 
a(Rn~2) = UHz, 

a = a' I : Rn :: U H 

a(R: ) = fj + (here the closure is with respect to U), 
where Rn~1 = Rn~1 X {O} C Rn, Rn~2 = Rn~3 X {O} X {O} X R C Rn and R: = 
{(XI'''' ,xn ) ERn I Xn ;;. O}. For Xc Rn we set B(X) = {x E Xllix II.;;; l}, and 
denote B(Rn) = B n, B(Rn~l) = Bn~l, B(Rn~2) = iJn~2 and B(R: ) = B"t-. Now 
define 

a(Bn) = An C U H , 

a(Bn~l) = An~1 C U HI , 
a(iJn~2) = An~2 C U H 2, 

a( B"t- ) = A ~ C U + . 
Since the inclusions B n - iJn-c2 ~ Rn - Rn~2 and B n - iJn~2 ~ Rn - Rn~2 + + 
homotopy equivalences it follows that the inclusions 

(1) 
(2) 

An - An~2 ~ U H - UHz, 

An - An~2 ~ fj - UH2 + + 

are homotopy equivalences. By (1) and our assumption, it follows that 

(3) 

are 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;. 1. Now An - An~2 is a smooth submanifold, with 
boundary, of MH - MHz. The boundary (l(An - A n- 2 ) is closed in MH - MHz and 
(MH - MH2) - (l(An - An~2) consists of two components. Hence it follows that 
MH - MHz can be triangulated in such a way that An - An~2 is a subcomplex of 
MH - MHz. Since (3) holds it now follows that An - An~2 is a strong deformation 
retract of MH - M H2. Let 

F: (MH - MH2) X 1--- MH - MH2 

be a homotopy re1(A n - An~2) from the identity to the map i 0 r, where 
r: MH - MH2 --> An - An~2 

is a retraction and i: An - An~2 ~ MH - MH2 is the inclusion. 
We have MH, n MH2 = M H3, where H3 = [HI' H2 ] denotes the subgroup gener-

ated by HI and H 2 , and since dim M H 3 = n - 3 we have by assumption that i~: 
wiUH, - UH3) --> wiMHI - M H3) is an isomorphism for all q;;. 1. Therefore it 
follows, in the same way as above, that An~1 - An~3 is a strong deformation retract 
of MH, - M H3, where An~3 = An~1 n An~2. Hence An - An~2 is a strong deforma-
tion retract of (An - An~2) U (MHI - M H3), and since the corresponding inclusion 
as well as the inclusion i are homotopy equivalences it follows that the inclusion 
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(An - jn-2) U (MHI - M H3) <=-> MH - MH2 is a homotopy equivalence, Thus 
(j - jn-2) U (MHI - M H3) is a strong deformation retract of MH - M H2, and in 
particular there exists a retraction 

f: MH - MH2 ---> (An - jn-2) U (MHI - M H3), 
Let 

be the retraction defined by 

{ ,~ I B~ - W- 2 = id, 

'~(XJ>'" ,Xn ) = (XI"" ,-xn ) for (XI"" ,xJ E B~ - ir- 2 , 

Then 
'0 = a 0 ,~ 0 a-I: An - jn-2 ---> A"t- - jn-2 

is a retraction, and extending by the identity map we get a retraction 
fo: (An - jn-2) U (MHI - M H3) ---> (A"t- _jn-2) U (MHI - M H3), 

We now define a retraction 

by 

Then the composite 

is a homotopy rel(A"t- - jn-2) from the identity to i+ 0 '0 0 , 0 {, where i+ : A"t- -
jn-2 <=-> M+ -MH2 and 1: M+ -MH2 <=-> MH - MH2 denote inclusions, and 
'00 ,01: M + - MH2 ---> An~ - jn-2 is a retraction, Thus 

( i )' 7T (An - jn-2):7T (M - MH2) + ji' q + q + 

is an isomorphism for every q, Together with (2) this now implies that 

is an isomorphism for all q, Since M + - MH2 is a manifold with boundary whose 
interior is M + - MH2 it follows, using a collar of the boundary, that the inclusion 
M+ -MH2 <=-> M+ -MH2 is a homotopy equivalence, Also U+ - UH2 <=-> U+ - UH2 is 
a homotopy equivalence and hence 

] 0 '7T(U -UH2)~7T(M _MH2) ji' q + q + 

is an isomorphism for all q, 0 
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LEMMA 4.4. Assume that G is a finite abelian group, and let M be as in 4.2. Let H be 
a subgroup of G, and let HI"" ,Hp and K I, ... ,Kr be subgroups of G containing H 
such that dim M H, = dim MH - 1, 1,,;;;; i ,,;;;; p, and dim M K, = dim MH - 2, 
1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; r. Let U be a smooth slice at a point a E MG and assume that the map 
ill: 7TiUH - U~=I UK!) ..... 7TiMH - U~=I M K,), induced by the inclusion i, is an 
isomorphism for every q ;;;. 1. Then the map 

ill: 7Tq ( u H - ( i~ u H, U i~ UK,) ) ..... 7Tq ( MIl - ( i~ M H, U i~ M K') ), 

induced by the inclusion i, is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. O. 

PROOF. First of all we may assume that M H, oF MHJ, if i oF i. Furthermore we may 
assume that all the groups H, HI" .. ,Hp and K I' ... ,Kr are chosen such that they 
occur in their respective fixed-point sets. Since M H, is closed in MH it follows by the 
Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem that MH - M H, consists of two components 
Mi and Mi such that Mi U Mi = MH and Mi n Mi = M H, 1,,;;;; i ,,;;;; P Like-+ - + - + - , . 
wise UH - UH, consists of two components ui and U~ , where U'+- eM'+- , such 
that fh u U~ = UH and U'+- n U~ = UH" 1 ,,;;;; i";;;; p. 

Since G is abelian any g E G induces a homeomorphism g: M H ..... M H, and if 
g E Hi we have g I M H, = id. We now claim that for any gi E Hi \ H we have 

(1) { g;( U~ ) ~ U' , 

gi(U'- ) = u'+- , 
1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; p, 

and 

(2) 
{ g;( M~ ) ~ M; , 

1 ,,;;;; i,,;;;; p. 
g(Mi ) = Mi I - + , 

To see this let a: Rm(p) ..... U be a G-homeomorphism. Then (Rm(p))H = RnCr) is a 
representation space for Hi and a(Rn( T)) = UH. Furthermore Rn( T) = Rn- I EB R( T'), 
where Hi acts trivially on Rn-I. If the action of gi on R( T') is trivial we would have 
(Rn(T))(H,(g,)) = Rn(T) and hence U(H,(g,»= UH. But since H occurs in M and 
hence also in U and H C < H, < gi»' this is a contradiction. Hence gi acts on R( T') 

. -r-by x I-> -x and It follows that (1) and (2) hold. 
Next we claim that 

(3) 1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; p and i oF i, 

and 

(4) 1 ,,;;;; i ,,;;;; p and i oF i. 
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This is seen as follows. Since MH; =/= MHj, and MH; and MHj are connected and 
closed in MH, it follows that MH; n MHJ = M(H;,Hj ) is (n - 2)-dirnensional. Choose 
y E MH; - M(H;,Hj )=/= 0. Theny E MH - MHj = M~ U M~. Because Gis abelian 
we have the homeomorphism gi: MH - MHj ..... MH - MHJ. Since g;(y) = y it now 
follows that gi(M~ ) = M~ and gi(M~ ) = M~ . This proves (3) and (4). 

As we showed in the proof of Lemma 4.2 any component of MH - U;=I MH; is 
of the form Md(l) n··· nMt(p)' where 0": {l, ... ,p} ..... {+,-}, and moreover the 
inclusion U H - U;=I UHf ~ MH - U;=I MH; induces a one-to-one correspondence 
between the components. In fact, since at least one of the intersections Md(l) 
n ... nMt(p) must be nonempty, it follows by (2) and (3) that all 2P of them are 
nonempty. Likewise every component of U H - U;=I UHf is of the form U(J~I) 
n ... n U.1(p), and there are 2P of them. Since dim MK; = dim MH - 2, I ,;;;; i ,;;;; r, 
it follows that each component of MH - (U;=I MH; U U;=I M K;) is of the form 
N - U;=I M K;, where N is a component of MH - U;=I M H;, and analogously for 
U. Hence it follows that the inclusion 

induces a one-to-one correspondence between the components. Let us now denote 
V = U~ n ... n U~ and N = M~ n ... nM~. Our claim is that 

(5) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;:;;" 1. The proof of this fact for any other pair of 
components is of course completely similar, and in fact using (1)-(4) it follows that 
the validity of the case in (5) implies the validity of all the other cases. 

First of all we claim that 

(6) N-=MI n ... nMP + +, 

and that N is a topological manifold with boundary whose interior equals N. This is 
seen as follows. The inclusion N c U;=I M't- is clear. Now let y E n;=, M't-. We 
may assume that y E n;=, MH; n n;=t+' M't-, where I,;;;; t ,;;;;p. Let ~ be a 
smooth slice at y in the smooth G-manifold MH. Then the pair (~, U;= I ~H;) is 
homeomorphic to a pair (Rn( T), U;= I Rn( T )H;), where T: Gy ..... O( n). Thus we see 
that y belongs to the closure of each of the 2t components of ~ - U;= I ~H;, and 
hence it follows that y E n;= I M~ and therefore y E n;= I M't- n n;=t+ I M't- c 
n;= I M't-. Thus (6) is valid. Moreover the neighbourhood ~ n N of y in N is 
homeomorphic to a set of the form {(XI"" ,xn ) ERn I X n - t+ I ;;;. 0, ... 'Xn ;;;. O}. 
Hence N is a topological manifold with boundary and aN = N - N. 

Similarly we have V = U~ n ... n U~ and V is a topological manifold with 
boundary whose interior equals V. Since N - U;=I M K , is open in Nit follows that 
N - U;=I MK; is a topological manifold with boundary whose interior equals 
N - U;=I MK;. Similarly V - U;=I UK; is a topological manifold with boundary 
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whose interior equals V - U;=1 U Ki . Hence it follows (by using a collar of the 
boundary) that the inclusions 

(7) jv- ,~ UK, ~ v- ,~ UK" 

N- U MKi~N- U MKi 
;=1 ;=1 

are homotopy equivalences. Therefore in order to prove that (5) is an isomorphism 
for every q ;;;. 1 it is enough to prove that 

(8) h: 7Tq ( iT - ;~ UKi ) ~ 7Tq ( N - ;~ MKi) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. 1. 
We shall now conclude the proof of the lemma by showing that (8) is an 

isomorphism for every q ;;;. 1. Choose gi E Hi \ H, i = 1, ... ,po Define a retraction 
r r 

T,: MH - U MKi ~ M~ - U MKi 
;=1 i=1 

by 

;=1 
r 

xEM: - U MKi. 
;=1 

Since G is abelian we have gl(MKi) = MKi, 1 ..;; i..;; T, and it follows that TI is a 
well-defined retraction. Moreover T, restricts to give a retraction 

r r 
T, I : U H - U U Ki ~ u~ - U U Ki . 

;=1 ;=1 

N ow we define 
r r 

T2 : M~ - U MKi ~(M~n M!) - U MKi 
;=1 ;=1 

by 
r 

XE(M~nMn- UMKi, 
;=1 

r 
X E (M~n M':) - U MKi. 

;=1 

Then T2 restricts to a retraction T21 : u~ - U;=, U Ki ~ (u~ n u!) - U;=, U Ki . 
Continuing in this way we get a retraction 

r r 
R = Tp 0 '" 0 T1: MH - U MKi ~ N - U MKi, 

;=1 ;=1 
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such that also 
r r 

R I : UH - U UKi -> V - U UKi 
i=1 i=1 

is a retraction. Now consider the following diagram: 

wq( U H - i~ U Ki ) wq( MH - i~ MKi) 

ii t !( R 1)# ii' t t R# 

wq ( V - I~ UK,) Wq(N - U MKi) 
1=1 

Here i# is an isomorphism by assumpti~n. The maps i# and ii are injective ~nd 
(R 1)# and R# are surjective. Since ii 0 j# = i# 0 i# is injective it follows that j# is 
injective. Sinceh 0 (R 1)# = R# 0 i# is surjective it follows thatj~ is surjective. Hence 
h is an isomorphism for all q ;;;. 1. 0 

LEMMA 4.5. Let M be as in 4.2, and assume that either: 
(A) Any simultaneous codimension 1 and 2 fixed-point situation is simple, or 
(B) G is abelian. 

Let U be a smooth slice at a point a E MG and assume that for any subgroup H of G 
and any subgroups Ki ~ H such that dim MKi = MH - 2, 1 .;;;; i.;;;; r, the map 

-r-

i#: wq(UH - U UKi) -> Wq(MH - U M K,), 
1=1 1=1 

induced by the inclusion i, is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. 1. Then the map k wi U H) 
-> WiMH)' induced by the inclusion j, is an isomorphism for every subgroup Hand 
every q;;;. O. 

PROOF. For any subgroup H of G we define "Assertion H" as follows. 
Assertion H: For any subgroups HI' ... ,Hs of G such that Hi ~ H, 1 .;;;; i .;;;; s, the 

-r-
map 

j#: wq(UH - ~ UH,) -> Wq(MH - ~ M H'), 
I-I I-I 

induced by the inclusionj, is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. O. 
Now let H be an arbitrary subgroup of G and assume inductively that "Assertion 

K" is valid for all subgroups K of G that are strictly greater than H. Observe that 
"Assertion G" holds. We shall prove that "Assertion H" is valid. Let HI' . .. , Hs be 
any subgroups of G such that Hi ~ H and dim MHi';;;; dim MH - 1, 1 .;;;; i';;;; s. (If 

-r-dim MHi = dim MH, for some i, then M H, = MH and UH, = UH and there is 
nothing to prove in this case.) 

Let us denote dim MH = n, and let HI' ... ,Hs be ordered in such a way that 
(1) dim M H, = n - 1, for I .;;;; i .;;;; p, 
(2) dim MHi = n - 2, for p + 1 .;;;; i .;;;; r, 
(3) dim M H , .;;;; n - 3, for r + 1 .;;;; i .;;;; s. 
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Here 0 ~ p ~ r ~ s. Let us denote 

and 

r 
U2 = U H - U UH" 

;= I 

s 

U3 = U H - U U H" 
;= I 

r 

M2 = MH - U M H" 
;=1 

s 
M3 = MH - U M H,. 

;= I 

To prove that "Assertion H" is valid is thus to prove that 

(*) j'Jr: 7Tq(U3) ---> 7TiM3) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. O. 
First of all we claim that 

(4) 
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is an isomorphism for all q ;;;. O. If Gis nonabelian we have by our assumption (A) 
that at least one of the following three cases holds. 

(i)p = 0, 
(ii)p = r, 
(iii) p = 1 and r = p + 1 = 2. 

In case (i) we have by the assumption in Lemma 4.5, and the fact that in this case U2 

and M2 are connected, that (4) is an isomorphism for every q;;;. O. In case (ii) it 
follows by Lemma 4.2 and in case (iii) by Lemma 4.3 that (4) is an isomorphism for 
all q;;;. O. (In case p = r = 0 we have U2 = U H and M2 = M H, and hence (4) is an 
isomorphism for all q.) If G is abelian it follows by Lemma 4.4 that (4) is an 
isomorphism for all q ;;;. o. 

Since (3) holds it follows, by general position, that the maps 

(5) 

are isomorphisms. Hence using (4) we see that 

(6) k 7T/(U3) ---> 7T/(M3), 

are isomorphisms. 

t = 0,1, 

t = 0, 1, 

Let p: M2 -> M2 be a universal covering of M2, i.e., for any component N of M2 
pi: p-l(N) ---> N is a universal covering of the connected manifold N. Since 
i'Jr: 7T/(U2) ---> 7T/(M2) is an isomorphism for t = 0 and 1 it follows thatp I: rl(U2)---> 
U2 is a universal covering of U2. Let us denote (;2 = p-l(U2). It follows from (4) that 
the inclusion r-. (;2 ---> M2 induces isomorphisms f'Jr: 7Ti(;2) ---> 7TiM2) for all q;;;. 0, 
and hence 

(7) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. O. 
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We have 
s 

U3 = U2 - U (U2 n U Hk ), 

(8) k=r+1 
s 

M 3 =M2 - U (M2 nMHk), 
k=r+1 

where we in particular have Hk :J H, k = r + 1, ... ,So 
7 

Let us now observe that for any subgroup K of G such that K:J H all the 
7 

following hold. First of all we have that 
r r 

U2 n UK = UK - U (UH; n UK) = UK - U U(H;.K), 
;=1 ;= 1 

r r 
M2 n MK = MK - U (MH; n MK) = MK - U M(H;,K). 

;=1 ;= I 

(Here (Hi' K) denotes the subgroup of G generated by Hi and K.) Since, by our 
inductive assumption, "Assertion K" holds it follows that 

(9) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;. O. We consider the coverings pi: p-I(U2 n UK) ...... 
U2 n UK and pi: p-I(M2 n MK) ...... M2 n MK and claim that the inclusion [ in-
duces isomorphisms 

(10) 

for every q;;. O. For any component N' of M2 n MK the homotopy sequences of the 
coverings pi: p-I(U n N') ...... un N' and pi: p-I(N') ...... N' and the 5-lemma (plus 
a separate argument in degree 0) together with (9) imply that i~: 'Trip-I(U n N')) ...... 
'Trq(p-I(N')) is an isomorphism for every q;;. O. Hence (10) is an isomorphism for 
every q ;;. 0 and thus 

(11 ) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;. O. 
Furthermore observe that the submanifoldp-I(M2 n MK) of M2 is closed in M2, 

and 

(12) 
The manifold M2 is orientable since every component of it is simply connected. 
Moreover M2 n MK is orientable since it is an open subset of the contractible 
manifold M K, and hence p-I(M2 n MK) is orientable since it is a covering of 
M2 n MK (for any component N of M2 n M K, each component of p-I(N) is a 
connected orientable manifold). Hence 

0(,= {p-I(M2nMK)IK~H} 
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is a family of orientable closed sub manifolds of M2 which is closed under intersec-
tion. Since (7), (11) and (12) hold we have by Lemma 4.1 and (8) that 

(13) i*: Hq(p-I(U3)) ----> Hq(p-I(M3)) 

is an isomorphism for every q;;;. 0. It follows from (5) that pi: p-I(U3) ----> U3 and 
pi: p-I(M3) ----> M3 are universal coverings, i.e., for any components V; of U3 and N3 
of M3 we have that rl(V3) and rl(M3) are simply connected. Hence (13) implies 
thatk 7Tirl(U3» ----> 7Tirl(M3» is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. 0, and therefore 

if,: 7Tq( U:J) .:::: 7Tq( M3) 

is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. 0. Thus we have proved our claim in (*), and this 
proves that "Assertion H" is valid. This completes the induction and the proof of 
Lemma 4.5. 0 

5. Proof of the main results. Weare now ready to give the concluding part of the 
proofs of our main results, and in 5.1 below we prove both Theorems A and B. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite group acting smoothly on a homotopy sphere ~ m such 
that ~G =1= 0 and dim ~H;;;. 5 for each subgroup H =1= G occurring in ~. Assume that 
either: 

(A) Any simultaneous codimension 1 and 2 fixed-point situation is simple, or 
(B) G is abelian. 

Then the action is topologically eqUivalent to a linear action if and only if each 
fixed-point set ~H is homeomorphic to a sphere and each codimension 2 fixed-point 
situation (~H, ~(>H,2» is topologically standard. 

PROOF. The "only if' part is clear as we already noted in the introduction. We 
shall prove that the conditions are sufficient. First we give the proof in the case when 
dim ~G;;;. 5. Let b E ~G and M = ~ - {b}. Then M is a smooth G-manifold, whose 
underlying smooth manifold is Rm, and each fixed-point set ~H is homeomorphic to 
euclidean space Rn(H), where n(H) = dim ~H. (In fact, in this case, each ~H is 
diffeomorphic to Rn(H), due to the uniqueness up to diffeomorphism of differentia-
ble structures on Rn , n ;;;. 5.) 

Let a E MG and let U be a smooth slice at a E M. We wish to show that the 
condition in the assumption of Lemma 4.5 is satisfied. Let H be a subgroup of G and 
HI"" ,Hr subgroups of G containing H such that dim MHk = dim MH - 2, 1 .;;; k 
.;;; r. Our claim is that 

if,: 7Tq(U H - U UHk) ----> 7Tq(MH - U MHk), 
k=1 k=1 

(1) 

where i denotes the inclusion, is an isomorphism for every q ;;;. 1. This is seen as 
follows. Since (~H, ~(>H,2» is topologically standard it follows that there exists a 
homeomorphism 

/3: (MH, M(>H,2») .: (Rn, U Lr2) 
)=1 
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with f3(a) = 0, such that if K:J H and dim MK = dim MH - 2 we have f3(M K ) = 
-r Lio- 2 , for some jo. Here n = dim MH and each Lr 2 , I";;;;j";;;; t, is an (n - 2)-

dimensional linear subspace of Rn. (See §l.) Hence f3 gives a homeomorphism 

f3:(MH, UMHk):(Rn, U L'k- 2 ) 
k=1 k=1 

where f3(MHk) = L'k- 2 , I ,,;;;; k,,;;;; r, and f3(a) = O. It now follows that a E MH has 
arbitrarily small neighbourhoods Win M H such that the inclusion 

r r 
(2) io: W- U (wn MHk) ~MH - U MHk 

k=1 k=1 

is a homotopy equivalence. Choose such a W with We UH . Then we get the 
inclusion 

r r 
(3) if: w- U (wn MHk) ~ U H - U U Hk . 

k=1 k=1 

Let a: Rn(p) -> U be a G-homeomorphism. Choose f > 0 such that a(B,n(p )H) C W, 
where B,n(p) = {x E Rn(p) Illxll < f}, and denote UI = a(B,n(p». Then we have 
the inclusion 

r r 

(4) i":UIH - U UHk~W- U (wnMHk). 
k=1 k=1 

The inclusion 
r r 

(5) i1 = if 0 i": ut - U UHk ~ U H - U UHk 
k=1 k=1 

is a homotopy equivalence. Since (i1)11 = i; 0 i;; it follows that the inclusion if in (3) 
induces an epimorphism in homotopy in every degree. Since 

(iO)II=iIl O i;:7Tq (W- U (WnMHk)) ->7Tq (U- U UHk) 
k=1 k=1 

-> 7Tq ( MH - U MMk), 
k=1 

and io is a homotopy equivalence and i; is an epimorphism in every degree it follows 
that ill is an isomorphism in every degree, i.e., our claim that (1) is an isomorphism 
for every q ;;;. I is valid. Hence Lemma 4.5 implies that 

k 7Tq(UH) -> 7T(MH) 

is an isomorphism for every q;;;. 0 and every subgroup H of G, i.e., the pair 
(MH' UH) is q-connected for all q;;;. 0 and every H. 

We want to apply part II of Proposition 3.2. Since M is a smooth G-manifold we 
have by Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 in [9] that there exists an equivariant triangulation (in 
fact, smooth) of M which is an equivariant combinatorial manifold. In this way Mis 
given the structure of an equivariant p.l. manifold. Since MG is contractible and we 
showed above that U satisfies the condition in the assumption of part II of 
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Proposition 3.2, it only remains to prove that M is equivariantly unraveled at 
infinity. So let A be any compact subset of M. Then GA is a compact subset of 
M = ~ - {b}. Hence there exists a smooth slice V at b in ~ such that V n (GA U 
{a}) = 0. In particular V is G-homeomorphic to some representation space Rm( 'T) 
for G. We claim that (MH' (V - {b })H) is 2-connected for every H. Let N = ~ - {a}. 
Then V eN and the pair (N, V) is exactly of the same form as the pair (M, V) 
considered above, and hence the proof given above shows that (NH' VH) is q-con-
nected for all q;;;. 0 and every subgroup H. For H *- G we have 

(MH'(V- {b})H) = (NH, VH), 
so in this case (M H' (V - {b}) H) is q-connected for all q and hence in particular 
2-connected. The pair (MG,(V - {b})d = (MG,(V - {b})G) is homeomorphic to a 
pair of the form (Sk - {oo}, V' - {oo}), where V' is an open neighbourhood of 
00 E Sk which is homeomorphic to Rk and k ;;;. 5. Hence (MG' (V - {b})d is at 
least 4-connected and hence in particular 2-connected. Thus M is equivariantly 
unraveled at infinity. It now follows by Proposition 3.2, part II, that M is G-homeo-
morphic to a representation space Rm(p). Since M = ~ - {b} it follows that the 
G-space ~ is G-homeomorphic to sm(p ffi id). This completes the proof of Theorem 
5.1 in the case when dim ~G ;;;. 5. 

In the case when 0 .;;; dim ~G .;;; 4 the proof is very similar to the above proof. As 
before we consider the smooth G-manifold M = ~ - {b}. By the equivariant tubular 
neighbourhood theorem (see Bredon [1, Theorem VI.2.2]) there exists a G-diffeomor-
phism !p: £ ( 1/) --> V', where £ ( 1/) denotes the total space of the normal bundle 1/ of 
MG in M and V' is an open G-invariant neighbourhood of MG in M. Let 
k = dim MG = dim ~G. Since MG is homeomorphic to Rk, it is in particular 
contractible and hence, by Corollary 2.5 in Wasserman [18], there exists an isomor-
phism of smooth G-vector bundles y: MG X Rm-k(p') --> £(1/). Let w: Rk --> MG be a 
homeomorphism. Then 

a =!p 0 y 0 (w X id): Rk X Rm-k(p') --> V' 

is a G-homeomorphism and D = a(W X Bm-k(p'» is a closed G-neighbourhood of 
MG inM. Let 

(6) V = Int D = a(Rk X Bm-k(p')). 

Now with this choice of the open G-subset V the proof proceeds as in the earlier 
case. Our first claim is that with V defined by (6) the maps in (1) are isomorphisms 
for all q ;;;. 1. The proof of this is almost identical with the one in the earlier case. 
The set W C V H is chosen as before and E > 0 is chosen such that 

Then (2)-(5) is valid and the conclusion is that Lemma 4.5 implies that (MH' VH) is 
q-connected for all q;;;. 0 and every subgroup H. Moreover the inclusion VH Co? DH is 
a homotopy equivalence for every H. Hence (MH' DH) is q-connected for all q;;;. 0 
and every subgroup H. 
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It follows that Proposition 3.2, part I, applies if we can show that M is 
'!f/-equivariantly unraveled at infinity, where '!fl = '!f - {G} and '!f denotes the family 
of all subgroups occurring in M. But this we already proved when we showed that 
(M H' (V - {b}) H) is 2-connected (in fact q-connected for all q;;;;. 0) for every 
subgroup H =1= G. Thus M is G-homeomorphic to Rm(p), where p =, id EEl .: . EElid,EEl 

k 
p', and hence ~ is G-homeomorphic to sm(p EEl id). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 0 
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